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Abstract
The field of interactive reinforcement learning focuses on creating a learning method where users can teach
an agent how to solve a task by providing feedback on the agent’s behavior in an intuitive way. The goal of
these agents is to find a behavior that maximizes the positive feedback it receives. As users provide positive
feedback for almost every step towards the task’s goal, the agent learns that some set of actions result in more
positive feedback than others. This set becomes a positive circuit: a set of actions and situations for which the
agent learned to expect relatively much positive feedback. The problem here is that the agent will exploit a
positive circuit until corrected by the user, even though the circuit may not necessarily solve the task. In this
study we propose two novel solutions to this positive circuits problem. Both solutions are new in that they
focus on forcing the agent to explore more actions and situations instead of simply exploiting a found positive
circuit. The first solution generalizes the feedback given for an action in some situation to situations similar
to that one situation. If this feedback is positive, it will motivate the agent to perform this action again, even
in unknown situations. The second solution uses a method to detect any repetitive behavior and a method to
detect high-risk situations likely to elicit such undesired behavior. If one of these methods triggers, the agent is
forced to perform the most recent, best assessed action. Both solutions were tested individually by comparing
each to a baseline agent with none of the solutions implemented. Interaction between the two solutions was
tested by combining them in one agent. Tests were performed in a grid environment with a simple navigation
task. The results showed that both solutions caused the agent to solve the task more often and faster than the
baseline agent. The first solution also allowed the agent to learn a task solution that was optimal and effective,
independent of were it started the navigation task. Finally, results showed that the forced exploration action
of the second solution aids the first solutions generalization in finding such optimal task solutions. This study
proved that improving exploratory behavior in an interactive reinforcement learning agent is a valid approach
to solve the positive circuits problem.
Keywords: Interactive reinforcement learning, Positive ciruits problem, Human teachers, machine learning,
Function approximation, feedback-based exploration
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1. Introduction
We humans behave in a way that is accepted by others, at least most of the time, otherwise we can even
adapt our behavior [1, 2]. A similar skill would be very beneficial for a robot as well, because it is nearly
impossible to implement a predetermined optimal behavior for every possible situation [3]. There are just too
5

many situations and behaviors possible. This would be unnecessary if the robot could adjust its behavior based
on the user’s assessment of that behavior, a teaching method similar to how humans teach each other [4, 5]. We
constantly provide each other with small rewards and penalties in our social interactions [1, 6]. These rewards
and penalties help us define and improve our behavior. If a robot could learn in a similar way from its user, the
robot could improve its interaction and even learn how to solve new tasks. Such a skill can become invaluable
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as robots start to play an increasingly important role in our daily lives [7, 8, 9, 10].
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the machine learning analog of human behavioral learning through rewards
and penalties [6, 11]. It is a method for unsupervised learning that allows agents to make control decisions
that maximize some reward [6]. In other words, RL allows an agent to learn and adjust its behavior such that
it results in the most rewards. With the increasing popularity of robotics, RL agents and robots are being
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designed to handle user feedback as their rewards [12]. The result is a relatively new learning method, referred
to as interactive reinforcement learning.
Interactive reinforcement learning (IRL) allows the user to specify whether the agent’s behavior is desired
or undesired through a reward signal. Instead of a predefined reward function, the reward is defined by the user
himself during learning [13, 14]. This feedback is translated into a reward signal and used in RL algorithms
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to optimize the agent’s future behavior. Users can consequently convey their task knowledge in a way that
requires no programming skills or complex instructions [13]. In contrast to imitation learning, IRL is performed
during training with an easy to use interface such as a keyboard or voice commands [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. IRL
was successfully applied in several common RL problem domains such as grid worlds, mountain car and pole
balancing [3]. Besides these domains, IRL has been applied in physical and virtual robots [20, 21, 3], a prosthetic
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arm [22], the game Tetris [23], a cooking simulation [4], and in a chat bot [24].
The long term goal of IRL research is to develop agents that can learn complex tasks that conform with
their user’s teachings. The first step towards this goal is to design an agent that learns the task reliably and
fast, without requiring the user to change his teaching method [3, 13].
However, users prove to be very optimistic and provide agents with more positive than negative feedback
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which inhibits the agent’s task performance [3, 4]. A high frequency of positive feedback signals with only a few
negative reward signals results in the agent learning to exploit this bias, because it wants to maximize reward.
This exploitation takes the form of a repetitive behavior, as there is no better way to maximize reward than
to repeat the most rewarding behavior. Until another behavior proves to be more rewarding, the behavior is
repeated. The actions of such a repetitive behavior are referred to as a positive circuit. Due to the user’s high
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frequency of positive feedback signals, an abundance of positive circuits will occur before the agent even reaches
2

the task’s goal for the first time [4].
If the repetitive behavior is not what the user wants to teach, negative feedback is required to force the
agent into a different behavior. This delays training and forces the user to adjust his teaching strategies to give
less positive feedback signals [3, 4, 5]. This problem will be referred here as the Positive Circuits Problem, or
40

the PCP in short.
Since the PCP is caused by one behavior being more rewarding than the others, the actual sum of rewards
does not need to be positive. A negative reward sum will still be exploited if all other known behaviors result in
even more negative sums. This makes the solution of simply subtracting a constant from the feedback signals
useless, as it would leave the ratio between the reward sums intact. There is also no immediate method to
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determine from which signals to subtract such a constant. The solution of removing positive feedback prevents
the user from signaling successful task completion. While the solution of decreasing the positive feedback signal,
will make it harder for the user to correct mistakenly given negative feedback.
Several effective solutions to the PCP have been explored. One solution is to decrease the discount parameter
[13]. This parameter determines how far the agent should “look into the future” when defining the reward an
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actions causes over time. Subsequently, the influence of future rewards on the rewards sum which the agent
tries to maximize is effectively reduced. If this discount parameter is low, the agent may never become aware
of the existence of a positive circuit and hence never repeat one indefinitely. However, decreasing the discount
parameter also prevents the agent from learning a task solution that is effective in every possible situation and
can withstand small changes to the environment [6, 3]. Another solution is to update all or multiple reward
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predictions for every possible situation [25, 3]. This allows the agent to learn that some actions result in higher
rewards than others. The agent is then more likely to learn the task, as completing the task is assumed to
result in the highest rewards possible. However, this solution is not suitable for domains with a lot of possible
situations or when the agent does not know all possible situations. Another tested solution to PCP is to only
use IRL agents in continuous domains (domains without explicit learning episodes) [13]. This is a promising
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solution, especially combined with a RL algorithm that updates all or several locally biased reward predictions.
These solutions will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.
The current study proposes two new solutions to the PCP to improve an IRL agent’s task performance.
These two solutions differ from existing solutions in that they require no special learning conditions such as
low discount parameters or only continuous task domains. Nor do they require any prior knowledge about the
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task domain such as all possible situations the agent can come across. Instead, both proposed solutions treat
the PCP as an imbalance between the exploitation of learned reward sums and the exploration of new sums.
In doing so, they try to motivate the agent to explore more promising actions in terms of reward, instead of
exploiting a found positive circuit.
The first proposed solution aims to provide this motivation by generalizing received feedback to similar
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situations. The purpose of this generalization is to prevent the agent from learning the presence of positive
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circuits. The second proposed solution forces the agent to explore the consequences of an action when a positive
circuit is about to be exploited or is already being exploited. This action is selected based on the user’s feedback,
making it easier for the user to fix and avoid repetitive behavior. The first solution will from here on be referred
to as the preventive solution and the second as the symptom solution.
75

The performed experiments test the effect of the two solutions on the agent’s task performance. As a
baseline we used a state-of-the-art IRL agent developed and tested in previous studies and based on the TAMER
framework [13]. The baseline agent functioned as a baseline that we could compare the effects of our proposed
solutions to. We chose this agent as it proved to be a reliable and an effective way to implement an IRL agent
[3, 13]. Also, it allowed us to test whether the proposed solution can further improve state-of-the-art agents in
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IRL. The second and third agent tested in this study, each have one of the proposed solutions implemented.
One with the preventive solution and one agent with the symptom solution. A fourth agent was constructed
with both of the solutions implemented. This was possible because the preventive solution targets a change in
learning while the symptom solution targets a change in the way of selecting an action. The combination of the
two solutions in one agent allowed us to measure the interaction between the solutions.
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We hypothesize that the agent with the preventive solution shows no or little repetitive behavior as it will
not learn the presence of any positive circuit. From the agent with the symptom solution we expect that it will
show less repetitive behavior than the baseline agents. This will be reflected in an increased task performance
as the agent spends less time with such undesired behaviors and explores and learns the task solution instead.
Finally, we hypothesize, that all four agents are able to learn a task solution that can solve the task from any
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situation due to a high discount parameter, even when the environment is slightly changed.
The main contribution of this study is to construct and analyze exploration as new approach to the positive
circuits problem. The results of this study can prove whether exploration is a viable method to reduce the
undesired exploitation of positive circuits and as such increase task performance. Also, the proposed solutions
are not limited to small problems as previously proposed solutions were and can be implemented in robots and
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real-world problems without much effort. Finally, this study further investigates the positive circuits problem
and the results from this can be used to develop new solutions to the problem.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the background and definitions in reinforcement
learning and interactive reinforcement learning needed to understand the proposed solutions. This section also
explains the positive circuits problem in detail. Section 3 discusses the implementation of the used IRL agent
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and the two proposed solutions in detail. Section 4 describes the performed experiment. Section 5 provides the
results on the measurements that show that the two proposed solutions sucessfully solve the PCP and increase
task performance. Section 6 discusses the results as well as possible improvements to the proposed solutions.
Finally, the study is summarized in Section 7.

4

2. Background and definitions
105

This section begins with a brief description of reinforcement learning with a focus on the terms important for
this study. For a more detailed description of reinforcement learning, we refer to the supplementary materials.
Interactive reinforcement learning is discussed in Section 2.2. The Positive Circuits Problem (PCP) is discussed
in detail in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 discusses the existing solutions to the PCP.
2.1. Reinforcement Learning
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Section 1 introduced reinforcement learning as the machine learning analog of behavioral learning through
rewards and penalties. This section briefly explains the concept of reinforcement learning and introduces several
important definitions used in this study.
Reinforcement learning algorithms learn to perform actions that maximize a sum of rewards over time
[6]. Problems in reinforcement learning are often described as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), denoted as
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{S, A, T, R, γ}. The S and A are the sets of possible states and actions. The T is the transition function that
describes the probability that the agent transitions from one state to another if a specific action is performed,
such that T (st , at , st+1 = P (st+1 | st , at ). The R is the reward function; R : S × A × S → R. The reward
function provides the agent with a reward for every state transition. The γ is the discount factor that controls
the amount of valued future reward.
RL algorithms learn a policy [6]. A policy determines the action that needs to be performed in each state.
Only deterministic policies are used in this study, which map one action per state; π : S → A. The algorithm’s
goal is to maximize the sum of discounted rewards over time; the return. This return is expressed as Qπ (s, a).
The return is defined as the sum of a specific discounted action sequence starting in s and with action a while
following π afterwards:
Qπ (s, a) =

∞
X



Eπ γ t R(st , at , st+1 )

(1)

t=0
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The Q function, the action-value function, provides the agent with state-action values. A state-action value,
is the value of the return the agent expects to receive after performing a in s. These expectations are learned
and based on the actual experienced rewards. The purpose of a RL algorithm is to update Q such that it
provides state-action values that match the return with greater accuracy. An optimal Q provides the agent with
the exact return as defined by Eq. 1.
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From Q, a policy can be derived by choosing the action with the largest state-action value; π(s) =
maxarga Q(s, a). Such a policy can be followed to immediately exploit the found expected –by definition–
highest sum of rewards, but some exploration is necessary. Some explorations allow the agent to experience the
learned state-action values and whether these are indeed correct, in some cases the Q may be indeed inaccurate
and a different policy may prove to be even better. A widely used and accepted exploration method is the
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-greedy action selection mechanism [6]. This method is also used in this study and means that the agent will
5

choose a random action with  probability and with 1 −  probability the action from π. In this study the  is
kept constant over time, this means that even when Q and its derived policy π are optimal, there is always an
 probability that the agent chooses a different action. This -greedy action selection facilitates some (naive)
exploration as it allows the agent to sample or experience different rewards than stated by π. If the agent would
135

have infinite time to learn, this action selection mechanism would cause the agent to learn a fully accurate Q
and derive an optimal policy π from it [6].
The discount factor plays an important role in reinforcement learning [6]. This parameter defines with how
much the future rewards are valued. A discount factor of zero, γ = 0, creates a myopic agent that only values
the immediate reward. A discount factor of one, γ = 1, creates a non-myopic agent that values future rewards
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equally as the immediate reward. This results in infinite returns, hence γ is limited to the range [0; 1) [6].
A high discount factor, for example γ = 0.9, allows the RL algorithm to define a policy that aims to collect as
much current and future reward as possible. However, rewards in the distant future are weighted less important
than more immediate rewards. A high discount factor provides the agent with a general understanding of how
actions affect return. In other words; a high discount factor allows the agent to better understand how actions
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affect its capability to solve the task that is described in terms of rewards.
2.2. Interactive Reinforcement Learning
Section 1 explained interactive reinforcement learning (IRL) as a method to teach a new behavior to an
agent based on user feedback that assesses the agent’s current behavior. This section briefly discusses IRL, for
a complete overview of the possibilities of IRL we refer to Knox [3].
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Interactive reinforcement learning is a method based on RL that allows a user to interactively shape the
agent’s behavior. The behavior takes the form of a policy and the experienced rewards are based on user
feedback that assesses the actions performed according to the policy. The most straightforward method to
create an IRL agent is to substitute the reward function R with the user feedback F . This substitution is done
in several studies, with success [4, 20, 22, 26].
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However, there are several issues with this approach that distinct it from regular RL. User feedback is not
static as the rewards from a predefined reward function. User feedback can suffer from a delay due to human
reaction time when actions are performed in quick succession [3, 22]. Also, feedback may not be given for every
state-action pair [4]. Finally, multiple users have different teaching strategies resulting in different feedback
values for the same state-action pairs [4]. A simple substitution of R with F may cause sub-optimal learning
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and task performance due these issues.
Although several studies proved that this naive substitution is a valid approach to implement IRL, other
studies showed that learning performance can be improved. Two of such improvements are the modeling of F
and treating F as a delayed reward [3, 22]. The study done by Pilarski et al. [22] distributed received feedback
values over several past state-action pairs using a decay approach. This was necessary because the robotic-arm,

6
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their agent, chose actions in the order of milliseconds and users provided feedback in the order of seconds.
For similar reasons Knox [3] distributed feedback values over past state-action pairs using a credit assignment
method based on the probability mass of a predefined probability distribution over past time. In addition this
study by Knox [3] modeled these distributed feedback values with a regression model [27]. The rewards for a
state-action pair were modeled into one reward value which acted as a moving average. This created a more
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static reward signal for state-action pairs compared to simply using F as the reward function. The moving
average effect maintained some of the adaptivity of user feedback that is so useful to an IRL agent [5].
The modeling of feedback values into a more static reward reduces the violation of a non-static reward for
state-action pairs. This assumption of static rewards applies for most RL algorithms used in IRL: An IRL
agent learns to predict the return of performing some action in a state, if this return keeps changing it is not
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guaranteed that the RL agent will converge into any policy [6]. An accurately learned model can also provide
the agent with meaningful rewards even when no feedback is given. However, as we will discuss in Section 2.3,
the modeling and distribution of the feedback values makes the agent more susceptible to the positive circuits
problem.
Another approach to IRL is to combine feedback with a predefined reward function; the agent receives
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rewards from feedback values F and the predefined R [28, 29, 30]. This allows the designer of the agent to
implement a negative or positive reward for states that should either be avoided or reached. The user can still
teach the agent some behavior, but the agent will try to learn a trade off between what the user wants the agent
to learn and what it should learn according to the agent’s designer.
The above described methods on how to use feedback signals as reward signals, focus on adjusting RL
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algorithms such that an IRL agent can learn the task. These methods only implicitly deal with the general
problem of IRL; how to deal with the inconsistent, biased and ever-changing reward signal coming from a human
user. This study has a similar focus but we do point out that the field of IRL is closely related to the field of
Contextual Multi-armed Bandit problems (CMAB). Both fields try to learn decisions or actions that maximize
some sum of rewards and both deal with non-static rewards. The main difference between the two fields is
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that IRL also deals with human-machine interaction issues, but besides this the learning goals and problem
descriptions are generally the same.
The relatively older field of CMAB problems can offer a source of methods on how to deal with user feedback
to the new field of IRL. For example, an IRL agent can learn a probabilistic model for state-action values given
the state-action pair instead of a point estimate. Such methods can be used to create effective exploration
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methods. For example an action selection mechanism based on some uncertainty score based on the learned
probabilistic method. If such a model for a state-action value has a lot of uncertainty, it may be useful to explore
this action further to learn a more accurate estimation of the expected return.

7

2.3. The positive circuits problem
The positive circuits problem (PCP) was first identified by Knox [3]. This is the problem when an agent
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learns to exploit the positive bias on feedback by performing an undesired repetitive behavior. A sequence of
state-action pairs that results in a higher return than other sequences is referred to as a positive circuit. Short
circuits with high returns are present during almost every step towards the task’s goal, because of the user’s
tendency to provide positive feedback for every of those steps. Since user feedback is also variable and not given
for every action, some circuits result in higher returns than others and create positive circuits.
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The exploitation of such a positive circuit takes the form of repeatedly performing the actions of that circuit.
This repetition allows the agent to collect the learned expected return as often as the actions are repeated. This
repetitive behavior can only be stopped if the expected return is reduced as it will motivate the agent to perform
a different behavior. This can be done by the user by providing enough negative feedback to force the agent
to adjust its expectations to a lower return for the circuit it currently exploits. In other words; the agent will
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exploit one positive circuit until its return is lowered and another circuit becomes more positive, only when the
found positive circuit solves the task the user can stop correcting the agent. The necessity of these corrections
forces the user to adjust his teaching method. Also, these corrections lengthen the time an agent needs to learn
the task and as such decrease the agent’s task performance. These corrections may even cause the agent to
learn some strange behavior in those states, which the user may need to correct again when the agent comes
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across those states again. This is the problem of positive circuits; they reduce task performance and force the
user to adjust its teaching method.
Although the PCP can thus be corrected by the user himself, it requires him to adjust his teaching method
and decreases the task performance. However, high discount parameters reduce the users capacity of actually
fixing the PCP while high discount parameters are required to create a non-myopic agent as discussed in Section
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2.1. A high discount parameter will cause the agent to weigh future rewards almost the same as current rewards.
This makes it difficult for the user to stop the repetitive behavior as a few negative feedback signals are unlikely
to outweigh the expected high return. Since this return includes many future (positive) rewards which are
weighted almost as much as those current few negative rewards. The user will need to provide more negative
feedback signals to stop the repetitive behavior. The user may even need to provide negative feedback to the
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desirable actions that caused this positive circuit in the first place. This will increase the risk of the agent
learning a strange and sub-optimal behavior in those states that will only be discovered if the agent experiences
those states again.
Recently developed improvements for IRL agents also reduce the users capacity of actually fixing the PCP.
One of these is the modeling of feedback values to create more robust reward and the distribution of feedback
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over multiple past state-action pairs. A reward model will reduce the impact of the provided negative feedback
because the model will most likely learn the positive bias on feedback as well. If this is the case then the
positive bias will also be applied to negative feedback values, which reduces the impact on the agent’s expected
8

high return. Another improvement to IRL agents that reduces the users capacity for fixing the PCP himself is
the distribution of feedback over past state-action pairs. This improvement may cause negative feedback to be
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applied incorrectly. The model behind this distribution may prove to be correct under normal circumstances, but
as behavior is repeated the user learns to provide feedback more accurately making the distribution unnecessary
and perhaps even undesired. Both of these improvements aim to make an IRL agent that can handle the variable
and inconsistently given feedback, but make the agent also more susceptible to the effects of the PCP.
2.4. Existing solutions to the Positive Circuits Problem
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Several promising solutions to the PCP are already explored in different studies. One solution is to lower
the discount parameter. This creates a more myopic agent that learns less positive circuits at it only uses the
most immediate rewards to base its action selection on. If these rewards would be negative the actions that
cause these are avoided, even though they would result in high rewards later on. This also allows the user to
stop any repetitive behavior more easily as discussed in Section 2.3. However, it forces the user to adjust his
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teaching method and prevents the now myopic agent from learning a more robust task solution as discussed in
Section 2.1.
Another solution to the positive circuits problem is to apply IRL only to continuous MDPs as the problem
was assumed to be caused by the episodic nature of a task [13]. In episodic MDPs, the end state would force
the agent away from the states that provide positive reward, whether this is the goal or a positive circuit. In
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continuous MDPs there is no state that returns the agent back to its starting position. The method proposed
by Knox and Stone [13] changed an episodic MDP to a continuous MDP. This was done by assigning the state
features of the starting state to the end state. This makes the MDP circular for the agent and creates a positive
circuit that can be exploited.
Whereas, the continuous MDP solution proved to be effective, it was not optimal as some users were still
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not able to teach the agent the task [13]. Also, this solution does not prevent the positive circuits problem nor
its main symptom; undesired repetitive behavior. The IRL agent might still learn short positive circuits before
it finds the actual task solution. Hence, the prevention of PCP or its main symptom may further improve the
task performance.

3. The implementation of the agent
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This section discusses the implementation of the four agent types. This includes an explanation of the two
proposed solutions.
3.1. Human feedback to rewards; TAMER Framework
All the implemented agents in this study distribute and model the user feedback similarly as the TAMER
framework [3]. This means that;
9
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1. Our agents can receive feedback values at any time of any value;
2. Agents distribute these values over past state-action pairs based on a probability distribution over those
pairs;
3. Agents learns a reward model from these distributed values;
4. The output of the reward model is used as the reward for the RL algorithm the agent uses.
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With this approach, our agents benefit from the advantages of distributing and modeling user feedback as
discussed in Section 2.2. It also allows us to test the two proposed solutions on state of the art IRL agents.
Also, as mentioned in Section 2.3, the distribution and modeling of feedback creates an agent more susceptible to
the effects of the PCP. If the two proposed solutions prove to be effective for agents that use such improvements,
it is likely that they also apply to the more simple IRL agents.
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In this study, the distribution of the feedback signal was done according to a uniform probability distribution
over the past state-action pairs, similar as in the TAMER framework [3]. The range of this distribution was
adjusted to target all state-action pairs between 0.2 and 0.8 seconds into the past. The offset of 0.2 seconds was
based on the average response time for humans in visual tasks [31]. The time window of 0.6 seconds was chosen
such that the distribution could target at most two (partial) state-action pairs. See Figure 1 for an example of
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this feedback distribution.

Figure 1: The uniform probability density function over past state-action pairs. This function was used by the implemented agents
to distribute feedback signals as proposed in the TAMER framework [3]. The figure shows two state-action pairs; (s, a)j and (s, a)i
with i and j as their starting times and a discrete time-step size of n = 0.8. At time t the user provided a feedback signal Ft . The
probability distribution is used to calculate the amount of credit each of the two state-action pairs receives. These credits, ctj and
cti are the surfaces of the overlapping time period each state-action pair has with the uniform probability density function.

The distributed feedback values were modeled by the same model used in the TAMER framework. The
model used incremental gradient descent –a simple single perceptron– to learn an average feedback value for
10

each state-action pair. These modeled values were used as the reward signals for the RL algorithm that learned
the state-action values. The learning rate of the incremental gradient descent algorithm was set to 0.05 and the
285

same state features were used as those discussed in Section 4.1.
3.2. First solution; Prevention through generalization
The first proposed solution to the positive circuits problem tries to prevent the agent from learning the
presence of positive circuits and instead learn what actions are overall the best in which sets of states. This
section explains the general idea behind this solution and the used algorithm to implement the solution. We
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refer to the supplementary materials for an in depth explanation of this algorithm.
Most studies in interactive reinforcement learning used an RL algorithms based on look-up tables [3, 5, 21,
23, 24, 32]. Look-up tables allow the IRL agent to store a state-action value with perfect accuracy and retrieve it
when needed. However, in such a look-up table all never experienced and unfamiliar state-action pairs and their
values remain zero or some other initial value. This initial value is only changed when the agent experiences
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the state-action pair and all state-action values are treated as fully accurate unless proven otherwise by such an
experience.
These unfamiliar state-action pairs, with their initial or inaccurate values, inhibit the agent’s exploration of
these very same state-action pairs. The reason for this is that the familiar state-action pairs have a high reward
due to the positive bias on user feedback. The problem is that the initial or inaccurate values of unfamiliar
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state-action pairs do not outweigh the high return of the familiar state-action pairs that form a positive circuit.
Hence, the agent has no incentive to explore these unfamiliar state-action pairs.
The first solution we propose in this study tries to generalize the experienced return of a state-action pair to
other state-action pairs with the same action and as a function of the similarity between states. This reduces
the number of inaccurate values of the unfamiliar state-action pairs without the need for the agent to actually
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experience these unfamiliar pairs first. A well assessed action in one state would also become a profitable
action in similar states, and thus provide an incentive for the agent to explore these actions and improve their
predictions further.
The generalization of experienced return is done with function approximation [6, 33]. The look-up table of Q
is approximated by a linear function of state features and a set of adjustable weights. Function approximation
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allows the agent to store the look-up table as a linear function. The agent updates state-action values by adjusting the weights to reduce some error. Weights can be shared over several or all state-action pairs to facilitate
generalization. For example, if one weight of a state-feature is shared by all state-action pairs, increasing this
weight results in increasing all state-action values that contains that specific feature.
In this proposed solution, weights are shared by all state-action pairs with that have the same action. This
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means that each possible action has its own unique set of weights. This allows the agent to generalize a value
update over all other state-action values with the same actions, where the equality between states determines

11

how a value is updated [33]. In practice, this approach allows the agent to learn what return can be expected in
what kind of states when performing a specific action. This as opposed to an update in a look-up table which
is simply the update of one specific state-action value.
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To illustrate this solution imagine a non-myopic agent that needs to navigate across a hallway and starts
at one side. If the agent moves forward, it’s user provides positive feedback as this is a desired action. If the
agent moves backwards, negative feedback is provided. In the case of the look-up table, the agent will learn
that a forward step from its starting position results in positive feedback. This knowledge is not generalized to
other forward steps in different states. Since the non-myopic agent does not know what kind of reward it will
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receive if it goes further, the agent steps backwards such that it can step forward again. This positive circuit is
repeated as it results in positive infinite return as long as the positive feedback outweighs the negative feedback.
By generalizing the positive feedback for a forward step to state-action values with states similar to the starting
state, the agent will have some idea of the return it might expect in other –never experienced– states. In
this case, the starting state and the agent’s state after one forward step, are quite similar as they are close to
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each other. This means that the agent has some incentive to step forwards again, due to this generalization.
Since the agent never stepped backwards, the value for that action in any state is still some initial value and
is outweighed by the generalized value for stepping forwards. As states become more distant from the starting
state, the generalized value decreases until it does not outweigh the initial value of other actions any longer.
The behavior we then perceive is an agent that keeps stepping forward. If the user provides negative feedback
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the generalized forward step can be interrupted. As opposed to any positive feedback from the user results that
will strengthen this forwards behavior. This kind of behavior is much more in line with what the user expects
than the repetitive behavior of moving forwards and backwards again if the agent would use a look-up table
without generalization.
The function approximation technique cannot be simply added to direct RL algorithms such as Q-Learning
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or Value Iteration [33]. These algorithms are designed to directly update one state-action value. If these methods
would be used to to update the shared linear weights, any convergence guarantee is lost [33]. Direct algorithms
define the error of a predicted return as the difference between the experienced reward plus the predicted future
return and the actually predicted current return. If this error would be used to update the linear weights,
all state-action values with the same action are affected. This naive update causes divergence in all updated
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state-action values [33].
The RL algorithm we propose to perform the generalization is the TDC Learning algorithm [34]. This
algorithm incorporates the fact that changing the shared weights affects more than one state-action value. A
direct algorithm would simply update the weights to improve the accuracy of the current state-action value.
The TDC Learning algorithm updates the weights just enough to improve the current state-action value while
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minimizing the impact on other predictions. This allows the TDC Learning algorithm to converge to the optimal
function approximation solution without a learning speed to direct RL algorithms [34].
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We hypothesize that the agent does not learn the presence of a positive circuit while generalizing its stateaction value updates and, as a result, learns the task faster. The generalization will provide the agent with an
incentive to continue exploring the well assessed actions, even in unfamiliar states. In contrast to this, an agent
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without generalization will find a positive circuit in every set of familiar states that causes a high return due
to the user’s positive bias on feedback. Then the positive circuit is repeated because the state-action values of
familiar states will outweigh the initial value of the unfamiliar state-action pairs.
3.3. Second solution; A symptom fix through user guided exploration
The second proposed solution tries to prevent the repetitive behavior and helps the user fix it when it occurs.
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Note that unlike the first solution this solution does aim to prevent the agent from finding a positive circuit.
The solution tries to limit the behavioral symptom when the agent does find a positive circuit; an undesired
repetitive behavior that exploits the positive circuit.
This solution consists of two parts to limit the repetitive behavior and improve task performance. The first
part tries to prevent the agent from returning to a positive circuit simply because an action to a more unfamiliar
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state proved not to give the expected reward. The second part tries to detect when the agent repeats some
undesired behavior and tries to fix it. In both cases the learned action is ignored and an exploratory action
is chosen based on recently given feedback. The proposed solution is a combination of these two solutions to
the repetitive behavior because both are merely partial solutions. Preventing the agent from returning to a
positive circuit because the state-action value in some unfamiliar state is not accurate, will not prevent the agent
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from actually finding and exploiting a positive circuit. This first part will only motivate the agent to continue
exploring unfamiliar states. Also, the second part only provides a method to stop the repetitive behavior and
does not prevent the agent from returning to it again after the exploratory action that broke the repetition.
The first part of this solution tries to prevent any repetitive behavior by ignoring the learned policy in
unfamiliar states. Instead, the agent chooses an exploratory action based on the recently received feedback.
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This allows the agent to explore state-action pairs even when its learned policy tells the agent to return and
exploit a positive circuit. This, we hypothesize, helps to prevent the agent from exploiting a positive circuit and
instead explore state-action pairs with a possible, but unknown, high return. Here we classify an unfamiliar
state with perhaps inaccurate valued actions by a simple thresholding method. If the agent experienced some
state less than a set number of times, the state is classified as unfamiliar. This threshold is denoted here as k.
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If the repetitive behavior does occur, the second part of this solution tries to fix the repetition by ignoring
the learned policy. Instead, the agent starts to explore based on the user feedback. Since the learned policy tells
the agent to repeat a positive circuit, ignoring the policy briefly may break the repetition. The feedback-based
exploration in such a case causes the agent to even break the repetition with a sensible action. To do this, the
agent needs to detect its own repetitive behavior. In this solution the agent keeps track of a short-term memory,
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referred to as M , that contains recently experienced state-action pairs and the feedback values distributed to
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these pairs. The number of pairs stored in M is denoted by the parameter n. If the agent’s current state was
experienced some specific number of times in its short-term memory, the learned policy is classified as repetitive.
This threshold is denoted with the parameter l.
For both the prevention and fix of the repetitive behavior the learned policy is ignored and an action is
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chosen based on the user’s feedback. This action is chosen based on a probability distribution that favors
actions if they were recently assessed with better feedback as compared to the other performed actions. The
distribution disfavors actions that were assessed with the worst feedback compared to the other performed
actions. All possible actions that were not performed recently or assessed by the user (not in M ), receive an
equal probability. These recent actions and states are retrieved from the agent’s short term memory M . The
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selected action is referred in this study as the ”feedback-based action”. Note that the feedback-based action is
based on the (distributed) feedback values and not on the modeled reward. This allows the second solution to
quickly react to the user without the reward model interfering with its learned positive bias and slowly changing
output.
The selection of the feedback-based action allows the agent to perform a sensible action with respect to the
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user feedback. When repetitive behavior is detected, the agent will, instead of continuing the repetition, select
the action favored the most by the user independent of the state the agent is in. Even if this action is equal to
the learned action, the feedback-based action selection will trigger again since another –also often experienced–
state is experienced again.
If the agent comes across an unfamiliar state it is likely that the agent has not yet learned the action desired
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by the user and that it will return to more familiar states to start to exploit a positive circuit (as discussed
in Section 3.2). This returning behavior is not beneficial for learning, as it inhibits the exploration necessary
for the agent to find the policy that solves the task. Instead of choosing the learned action and to facilitate
exploration, a feedback-based action is selected. This allows the agent to explore the actions that were recently
well assessed by the user. The feedback-based action only favors the well assessed actions, other actions can still
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be chosen. This allows the agent to still sample the returns of other actions independent on the set parameters
k, l and n that determine how often a feedback-based action is chosen.
It is important for this solution that the parameters k, l and n are reasonable values given the task domain.
The parameter k determines how often the feedback-based action is used as an exploratory action in unfamiliar
states. The parameter l determines when a set of actions is repeatedly performed and thus an undesired repetitive
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behavior. Finally, the parameter n defines the size of the short-term memory that is used to determine both
repetitive behavior and the feedback-based action itself. If the l is relatively high compared to the n, as in
this study, a behavior is only repetitive when it performs a small set of actions in quick succession with little
variation in its experienced states.
The novel method used to select the feedback-based exploratory action uses the feedback of the user to
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create a probability mass function over all actions. The agent’s short-term memory M and a constant c that
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denote the minimum probability for every action function as parameters for this probability distribution. This
distribution is constructed each time the two parts of the solutions trigger an exploratory action, as M changed.
This probability is based on an action-score that determines how well each action was assessed relative to each
other according to M . This action-score, denoted as µ(a) for action a, is calculated as follows;

µ(a) =

1
| M (a) |

X

F (s, a)

if | M (a) |6= 0 and F (s, a) ∈ R

µ(a)
µ̃(a) = P
| a0 ∈A µ(a0 ) |
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(2)

F (s,a)∈M (a)

(3)

Equation (2) calculates the average reward for action a based on the recently received user feedback values.
The M (a) is the set of all rewards stored in the short-term memory M caused by the action a. More formally;
M (a) = {(. . . , a0 ) ∈ M | a0 = a}, with | M (a) | as the number of state-action pairs in M with action a. The
F (s, a) is the feedback value distributed to the state-action pair (s, a) which are stored in M . If a is not
performed in the agent’s short-term memory, the average received feedback for a is zero.
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Equation (3) normalizes the average feedback for every action into an action value. The range of an action
value µ̃(a) is [−1; 1]. An action has a value of −1 or 1 when it is the only assessed action in M that caused
respectively a negative or positive reward, all other action values are zero. If multiple actions are assessed and
performed these µ̃(a) for each action a represent their relative score with respect to the reward they caused on
average in M . For example when action a1 and a2 have the following values; µ̃(a1 ) = −0.5 and µ̃(a2 ) = 0.25,
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then a1 caused an average negative reward twice as large as the average positive reward caused by a1 .
These calculated action-scores are then used to construct a probability distribution over all possible actions.
The variable for this distribution is the action set A and its outcome is the probability that some action a will
be chosen as the feedback-based action. The distribution takes the parameter M to determine the action-score
for a and a constant c ∈ R that defines the minimum probability for a. The distribution is constructed with the
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following equation;

P (a | M, c) =

1
Z



1
| Apossible |

where Z =

+

µ̃(a)
| Apossible |

1

X
a0 ∈Apossible

| Apossible |


+c

+

(4)

µ̃(a)
| Apossible |

+c

The Equation (4) uses the action values to construct a probability distribution. This distribution is constructed such that each action starts out with a probability of 1/| Apossible |, where | Apossible | is the number
15

of all possible actions in the agent’s current state. In this study the maximum number of actions will be 4,
but in most states only 2 or 3 actions will be possible. In other words, each action starts out with its uniform
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probability based on the current number of possible actions. These uniform probabilities are adjusted such that
an action with a positive action value has a higher probability, up to twice the uniform probability plus c. This
step also lowers the uniform probability of an action with a negative action value, to a minimum of c.
The normalization constant Z ensures that the probability distribution is a correct one. It multiplies the
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adjusted uniform probability of a with the inverse of the sum of all adjusted uniform probabilities. This assures
P
that a∈A P (a | M, c) = 1 independent of M or c.
This parameter c ensures that even the worst assessed action has a small probability of being selected.
This parameter determines how “flat” the resulting probability mass function will be. The higher c is, the
less difference there will be between the best and worst assessed actions although there will always be a small
probability. In this study c = 0.05 was used, which flattened the probability mass function only little. This choice
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allowed an action probability between 1/60 and 1/2 for an action, depending on the number of possible actions,
how many were assessed and how well these assessments were. The designer of an IRL agent can determine
which c is best suited for his agents, just as in deciding the  for the -greedy action selection mechanism.
We hypothesize that this solution will reduce the time the agent spends in repeating a positive circuit. This
does not necessarily mean the agent will learn how to solve the task faster than an agent without the solution.
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Therefore the agent with this solution selects a feedback-based action to facilitate the exploration of state-action
pairs with the highest potential according to the user’s feedback. Since the user feedback affects the probabilities
for actions, exploratory action is implicitly determined by the user himself; his past and current feedback signals
determine the future exploration to prevent and fix any repetitive behavior. With this user-guided exploration
to prevent and fix repetitive behavior caused by positive circuits, we hypothesize that the agent will indeed
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learn the task faster.

4. The experiment
The effect of the two proposed solutions on the agent’s performance was tested in a 2 × 2 between subject
design. The two solutions in were the binary solution factors Preventive and Symptom denoting whether the
agent used the respective first and second proposed solution. Table 1 shows an overview of the experimental
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design and the agents created by the two factors.
Several settings were needed for the algorithms and solutions of the agents in each of the four conditions.
The learning rate of the Q-Learning algorithm was set to 0.05 and the two learning rates for the TDC Learning
algorithm was set to 0.05 and 0.0125 for its respective primary and secondary set of weights. The learning rate
of the reward model, using the Incremental Gradient Descent algorithm, was set to 0.05. The  for the -greedy
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action selection of every learning algorithm was set to 0.1. Note that the symptom solution could override this
exploration behavior by the feedback-based action. The symptom solution had several parameters as well. The
16

Without preventive

With preventive solution

solution
Without symptom solution

With symptom solution

Baseline:

Preventive agents:

Q-Learning algorithm

State-action value generalization

Symptom:

Combined:

Q-Learning algorithm with repet-

State-action value generalization

itive behavior fix and prevention

with repetitive behavior fix and
prevention

Table 1: An overview of the experimental design. The two factors of the 2 × 2 between subject design determine which of the two
proposed solutions are implemented in the agents.

threshold to determine unfamiliar states k was set to 5. The threshold for a repetitively experienced state l
was set to 5 as well. The size of the agent’s short-term memory referred to as n was set to 9. With these
parameters a behavior was classified as repetitive if a state was experienced five times out of ten (the nine
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previous state-action pairs and the current pair). Finally the constant c of the symptom solution was set to 0.05.
All agents had a discrete time-step size of 0.8 seconds. This created a relatively fast moving agent to prevent
the user from trying to (successfully) assess every action. Finally the discount parameter was set to 0.9 in all
agents, making them non-myopic.
The following sections discuss the performed experiment, the problem domain and the general workings
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of the agent. This section concludes with an introduction to the used measurements and performed analysis.
Section 5 shows the main results for each performed measurement and Section 6 provides a complete discussion
of these results.
4.1. Experiment and task description
Participants could download the experiment from a website. On the website participants could read some
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general information about this study. The task was to teach an agent called Peter to find the exit in a grid-based
maze. The first steps of the experiment explained and introduced the grid world, how Peter navigated the maze
and what the user should teach and how to teach. After this step-wise explanation the participant had to go
through an interactive demonstration. A detailed overview of these experimental steps can be found in the
supplementary materials.
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After the explanation and the demonstration, a short summary the experiment was provided and the actual
task started. When the task was completed a short questionnaire followed after which all data was processed
and send to the server.
17

The participant’s task was to teach the agent how to reach the blue position in the maze for five times within
seven minutes. Figure 2 shows this maze, the blue goal position and the agent at its start position. If the agent
500

reached the goal position it was reset to its original starting position at (0, 0). This task is episodic and chosen
intentionally as the PCP occurs mostly in episodic tasks [13]. If the agent reached the goal position for the fifth
time, the task ended and a questionnaire was presented. If the user was unable to teach the agent how to reach
the goal position for five times the task would end if the seven minutes had passed.

Figure 2: The maze used in the experiment. States were described as maze positions and their coordinates. The agent is shown
at its starting position and the goal position was marked in blue. The black arrow shows the shortest paths to the goal from the
start. The eyes of the agent pointed towards the direction of the last performed action.

In this task the agent’s environment was a grid world of size 11 × 8. The set of states, S, consisted of all
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grid positions with the exception of the obstructed positions due to the maze’s walls. The set of all actions,
A, consisted of all horizontal and vertical movement steps; N ORT H, EAST, SOU T H, W EST . The starting
position of the agent was always at (0, 0). The goal position was marked as blue for the participant, however
this position did not have any additional state features for the agent.
The agent’s state feature vector consisted of Radial Basis Function (RBF) values [35]. These RBFs were
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evenly distributed over the grid world, 40 for each dimension for a total of 1600. Every RBF had a two
dimensional Gaussian form the coordinates of the RBF as its means and standard deviations of 0.8. Most
features were near zero except those with RBFs close to the agent’s center. These RBF features allowed us to
define state similarity as the distance between states. This method also provided enough features, and thus
weights, for the linear regression methods that were used to learn predictions for feedback values (by the reward
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model) or state-action value (by the preventive solution).
The Q-Learning algorithm used a look-up table for every possible s in S. The reward model and TDC
Learning algorithm both used the RBF feature vector. Most of the 1600 RBF values were small but several
would be near 1.0. These high state features were shared by neighboring states. The large size of the feature
18

vector also gave the algorithms the freedom to define the function they had to learn. As mentioned, the agents
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used one weight set per possible action. All agents used a reward model that used four sets of weights; one for
each action. The agents of the third and fourth type also used the TDC Learning algorithm that used its own
four sets of weights, one for each action. In addition to the RBFs features each of the weights also had a bias
feature of 0.1 to help model the positive bias on feedback and rewards.
The participant could interact with the agent and the task in several ways. The teaching itself was performed
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through the use of two buttons on a standard US keyboard; ’z’ and ’/’, for negative and positive feedback
respectively. The feedback values were either 1 or −1 before being distributed over past state-action pairs.
These values were chosen with a one to one ratio to allow the user to correct any mistakenly given feedback
signal with just one or two extra button presses. Also, the positive feedback signal was a positive value to allow
the user to signify the importance of a state-action pair compared to its initially zero value.
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In addition to the two feedback buttons, the user was able to reset the agent back to its starting position
with the use of a button. This caused only a position reset, it would not reset any learned state-action values.
A second button allowed the user to manually quit the experiment. This button was introduced to prevent any
loss in data if the participant would decide to close the experiment before finishing it correctly. This button
also allowed the participant to give up teaching if it was too frustrating instead of simply stop giving feedback.
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4.2. Participants
A total of 60 participants successfully completed the online experiment; 39 men, 21 women. Each subject
group had 15 participants, except the group with the third agent type who had one participant removed due to
data corruption. The mean age was 25 ± 9, the youngest was 18 and the oldest 58 years old. The questionnaire
asked if the participant knew the meaning of the terms ‘machine learning’ and ‘reinforcement learning’. A total
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of 48 participants knew these terms. Most of the participants were recruited from an Artificial Intelligence
study.
The aim of the study was to solve the PCP which only occurs if there is a positive bias on all feedback. The
participants had an average positive to negative feedback ratio of 2.58 ± 1.45 with a minimum of 0.39 and a
maximum of 7.6727. This large difference in the feedback ratio between participants showed that participants
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had different teaching strategies but all gave more positive than negative feedback. Therefore, all tested agents
could potentially suffer from the effects of the PCP.
On average participants assessed 64% of all performed actions with at least one feedback value. The smallest
percentage was 10% and the highest 97%. These extremes again show that different participants can have
different teaching strategies. A low percentage did not necessarily meant that the agent was also not able to
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learn the task, and we chose not to exclude these participants.
4.3. Measurements and analysis
A total of four measurements are reported in this article:
19

1. The number of times the was goal reached during training.
2. The number of actions the agent required to reach the goal each subsequent time.
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3. The number of states the agent experienced repeatedly in quick succession.
4. The agent’s capability of reaching the goal from any maze position.
The first measurements could determine for each condition whether the agent managed to reach the goal
reliably within the experiment’s time constraint. The lower this measurement the worse the agent’s task
performance. Do note that the maximum number of times an agent could reach the goal was five.
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The second measurement supplemented the first. This measurement allows us to analyze for each condition
how quickly its agents reached the goal every time. Only those agents that managed to reach the goal for five
times were included in this measurement. This second measurement was chosen to provide an additional view
on the agents task performances in terms of efficiency. If agents from a specific condition would require more
actions to reach the goal each subsequent time, these agents learned the task slower than the agents of other
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conditions. This could be due to often performed repetitive behaviors caused by positive circuits or exploration.
The third measurement was a measure of the main symptom of the PCP; the repetitive behavior. The
higher this measurement, the more states the agents of a condition experienced while repeating some undesired
behavior. These undesired repetitive behavior were classified as such when the agent experienced at most three
unique consecutive state more than once in a row. In light of the task this was an undesired behavior as it
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would mean that the agent moved away and towards the goal repeatedly in quick succession. This classification
counted all the same behavior as repetitive as the symptom solution under the settings described in Section 4.
The fourth measurement was a score for each position in the maze. This score described the number of
actions an agent required to reach the goal from that position compared to the (optimal) number of actions of
the shortest path from that position to the goal. This score was determined for every position in the regular
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maze used for training as well as a slightly different maze. This second maze had the shortest path from the
starting position to the goal blocked, as can be seen in Figure 3. This fourth measurement in both of these
mazes allowed us to measure the learned task solution’s optimality and whether this solution could withstand
an environmental change. The calculation of this score is explained in the following paragraphs.
The score of the fourth measurement was based on the number of actions an agent required to reach the
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goal from some arbitrary but accessible maze position. This number was collected by simulating the agent’s
behavior based on the stored state-action values the agent learned when training ended. This simulation was
performed for every accessible maze position in both the training and obstructed mazes. If the agent did not
reached the goal within 525 actions, the attempt was marked as a failure. If the goal was reached, the score
was calculated by dividing the optimal number of actions by the number of actions the agent required. This
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ensured that the score’s range was [0, 1). If the score was 1, the agent learned the optimal path. The lower this
score, the more actions the agent required to reach the goal on top of the optimal number.
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Figure 3: The obstructed maze. The red maze position is the added wall that obstructed the shortest path to the goal. It redefined
the optimal solution to the task.

Section 5 provides the results on these four measurements. Two-way ANOVAs were performed on the first
and third measurement, with the proposed solutions as the independent variables. Each tested measurement
had four means, one for each condition, which were compared with the Tukey-Kramer multi-comparison method
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[36]. Finally, all error bars shown in the bar and interaction plots consist of the standard error.

5. Results
This section presents the results on the four measurements conducted for each of the four agents. These
results are briefly discussed to point out any interesting differences or possible abnormalities. A full discussion
of all the results is given in Section 6.
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5.1. Number times the goal was reached
Figure 4 shows the number of goals each of the four agents reached on average. Both the preventive and
symptom solutions caused a significant improvement as compared to the baseline agent (preventive; p<0.01,
µ=3.67, SE=0.41, d.f.=1, F=10.82 and symptom; p<0.01, µ=4.36, SE=0.43, d.f.=1, F=24.27). There was no
significant interaction between the two solutions (p>0.05, d.f.=1, F=3.12). The combination of solutions caused
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an additive effect, meaning that the agent with both solutions reached the goal more often compared to the
agents with one of the solutions implemented. However, according to the mean comparison test between the
mean of the combination of solutions and the other conditions, this was not a significant increase which may
have been caused by a ceiling effect.
Figure 5 provides the distribution of how many trained agents never reached the goal, reached it at least
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once or for the maximum number of five times. This bar plot gives more insight in the improvement caused by
the solutions. Half of the baseline agents never reached the goal. This was decreased by the proposed solutions
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Figure 4: The number of times each of the four agents reached the goal on average. The proposed solutions both caused an
significant increase in the number of times the goal was reached compared to the baseline agent. The error bars resemble the
standard errors.

with a factor of five as more agents reached the goal for five times. The agents with the combined solution,
always reached the goal for at least five times.

Figure 5: The distribution of the number of trained agents that never reached the goal, reached the goal at least once, and those
that reached the goal for the maximum number of five times.

5.2. Number of actions required to reach the goal
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Figure 6 shows the number of actions the agents required on average to reach each subsequent goal. This bar
plot shows that all agents of each condition spend more actions to find the goal for the first time then for the
next times. This comes as no surprise as the agents have no idea what is expected of them when training just
started. What is interesting, is that the baseline and the preventive solution conditions both required relatively
few steps to find the goal after finding it for the first time. The symptom solution and combined solution
22
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conditions required relatively more time to find the goal the second time. Finally, the results show that these
agents who learned to reach the goal for five times during training, reached it for the fifth time with nearly the
shortest path.

Figure 6: The average number of actions required for each agent to reach the goal for the first, second, third, fourth and fifth time.
The horizontal line shows the number of actions (22) required for the shortest/optimal path to the goal from the starting positions.
Only the agents that reached the goal for five times were included. On the x-axis the number of agents that achieved this was
noted. The error bars resemble the standard errors.

5.3. The number of states repeatedly experienced in succession
Figure 7 shows how many states the agents experienced on average for each condition while repeating an
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undesired behavior. The analysis showed that the preventive solution caused the agents to significantly spent less
time in positive circuits (p<0.05, µ=67.93, SE=11.07, d.f.=1, F=12.27). The symptom solution however, caused
no significant improvement compared to the baseline agents. Also, there is a significant interaction between the
two proposed solutions (p<0.05, d.f.=1, F=5.05).
The symptom solution had no conclusive effect on the time the agent spent in positive circuits. It is neither
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significantly worse than the agents with the preventive solution nor is it significantly better than the baseline
agents.
5.4. The agent’s capability to reach the goal from anywhere
The fourth measurement analyzed how well the agents were capable in reaching the goals from any position
in the maze. Figure 8 shows an overview of the average number of positions from which each type of agent
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managed to reach the goal. A total of 45 positions could be reached by the agent, excluding the goal position.
This figure shows that in the actual training maze the combination of solutions caused the agents to reach
the goal from almost every possible position. The preventive solution showed a slight decrease compared to the
baseline agents. The symptom solution however, showed a slight increase. The plotted error bars (based on the
standard error) do overlap, making these results inconclusive.
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Figure 7: The total number of states experienced while exploiting positive circuits with a maximum length of three states. The
results show that the preventive solution caused a significant decrease in this number.
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The same measurement was performed on the obstructed maze and shows an interesting effect. The baseline
agents show little decrease. This in contrast with the agents with one or both proposed solutions, these agents
show a more substantial decrease. A slight decrease was expected as the environment slightly changed. However,
this large decrease shows that the proposed solutions inhibit the agent’s capability to find the goal from any
position.
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The next two sections examine the efficiency of each agent type in reaching the goal from every position.
These results are shown in the maze itself. Each position includes a number of how many agents reached the
goal from that position. The color of every position visualized the efficiency of the found path to the goal; the
brighter the color, the more optimal the path is.
5.4.1. The training maze
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Figure 9 shows how optimal each found path to the goal was for each of the four agent types. As discussed
in Section 4.3, each position accessible by the agent shows the number of agents that reached the goal from that
position. The color of each position shows how optimal the found paths were on average; the brighter the color,
the more closely the found path was to the optimal path in terms of the number of actions required.
Figure 9 clearly shows that the baseline agents were often capable in finding the goal (high numbers in each
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position), but were not efficient in doing so (dark/reddish tints in each position). The top row of positions had
only few agents that reached the goal, but did so with an efficient path. All other positions show that baseline
agents were not able to reach the goal efficiently on average.
The agents with the symptom solution found more optimal paths than the baseline agents. However, the
maze is fairly checkered, meaning that at some positions the agent was not able to learn a fairly optimal path.
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The agents with the preventive solution however, shows that these agents learned very efficient paths to the
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Figure 8: The average number of positions from which each agent was capable to reach the goal position. This bar plot shows this
number for all 45 accessible positions in the training maze, as for all 44 accessible positions in the slightly obstructed maze. The
combined solutions show a large increase. However in the obstructed maze, the solutions seem to inhibit the how often the agents
were capable of reaching the goal compared to the baseline agents. The error bars resemble the standard errors.

goal. From Figure 8 we can conclude that the baseline agents and the agents with either of the two solutions
implemented, find the goal just as often from any position. The agents with both solutions show the same
efficiency as the agents with only the preventive solution but more agents also actually learned these optimal
paths. Figure 8 also concluded that the combined solutions caused the agents to find the goal more often in the
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training maze. However, Figure 9d shows that these agents were also very efficient in doing so.
A final interesting effect we can conclude from Figure 9, is that the further the position from the maze, the
less often the agents were capable of finding the goal unless they combined both proposed solutions. In this
case, almost all agents were still capable of finding the goal even from the most distant positions.
5.4.2. The obstructed maze
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Figure 10 shows the efficiency of each agent type to find the goal in the obstructed maze (see Figure 3).
These figures show similar effects as in described in Section 5.4.1 from Figure 9 for the maze used for training.
Although a new effect is the decrease in the number of agents that were able to reach the goal, especially from
the positions more distant from this goal. The positions past the obstructions are the same as expected, but the
position before the obstruction are effected. This is especially the case for the agents that use either solution or
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both of them, as also shown in Figure 8.

6. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to develop and analyze two possible solutions to the positive circuits problem.
The PCP was treated as a problem of too much exploitation versus exploration, and both proposed solutions
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(a) Baseline

(b) preventive solution

(c) symptom solution

(d) Both solutions combined

Figure 9: An overview of how optimal the learned paths to the goal were for each agent type in the training maze. Each accessible
position in the maze is colored; the brighter the color the more optimal the fond path is in terms of the number of actions required
to reach the goal position (a value of 1 represents the optimal path). The number in each maze position shows how many agents
reached the goal from that position. These four figures show that the baseline agents and symptom solutions have several positions
with very optimal paths and others with very sub-optimal paths (a checkered maze). The agents with the preventive solution and
combined solutions show that a great number of agents found the goal very efficiently.

tried to motivate the agent to explore more in their own unique way. The two proposed solutions are the
675

first solutions to solve the PCP and improve the IRL agent’s task performance through exploration. The first
solution did this by generalizing state-action values to motivate the agent to keep performing the most valued
action in neighboring states. For this solution we hypothesized that it would prevent the agent from learning the
presence of positive circuits, and as a consequence learn the task faster and more reliable. The second solution
tried to improve exploration based on the (distributed) user feedback. This second solution introduced explicit
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thresholds for detecting repetitive behavior and states with a high risk of initiating such repetitive behavior.
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(a) Baseline

(b) preventive solution

(c) symptom solution

(d) Both solutions combined

Figure 10: An overview of how optimal the learned paths to the goal were for each agent type in the obstructed maze. Each
accessible position in the maze is colored; the brighter the color the more optimal the found path is in terms of the number of
actions required to reach the goal position (a value of 1 represents the optimal path). The number in each maze position shows
how many agents reached the goal from that position. These figures show similar effects as in Figure 9, although in the obstructed
maze agents have trouble to reach the goal from distant positions. Also, the solutions inhibit the agent’s capability of finding the
goal.

Instead of a learned action, a feedback-based action was selected to explore the return of the relatively best
assessed action. Agents with this solution, we hypothesized, would still learn the presence of positive circuits.
However, the agent would spent less time repeating behavior as this behavior would be avoided or otherwise
fixed by the user without additional effort. The solutions were combined to measure the interaction between
685

the solutions. We expected that if the first preventive solution would be optimal, the second symptom solution
would have no additional affect on the measurements.
The measurements analyzed the task performance of the baseline agents, agents with the preventive solution,
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agents with the symptom solution, and the agents with both solutions. In the sections below we first discuss
the improvements the solutions caused in the agent’s task performance. Second, we discuss the issues that arise
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when using either or both of the two proposed solutions. Here we also provide possible future work to resolve
these issues. Table 2 shows an overview of the results to substantiate the conclusions in the next sections.
Baseline

Preventive

Symptom

Combined

Nr. times goal was reached

1.53

3.67

4.36

5.00

% of agents reached goal once

53.3%

13.3%

6.7%

0%

% of agents reached goal 2-4 times

20.0%

20.0%

26.7

0%

% of agents reached goal 5 times

26.7%

66.7%

66.7%

100%

Nr. actions to reach goal 1st time

187.5

120.2

99.0

106.7

Nr. actions to reach goal 2nd time

39.0

51.4

79.8

86.7

Nr. actions to reach goal 3rd time

47.0

43.0

40.6

43.7

Nr. actions to reach goal 4th time

29.5

29.4

35.6

45.7

Nr. actions to reach goal 5th time

28.0

34.6

34.0

36.6

Nr. states experienced with repetitive behavior

132.2

67.9

92.4

78.4

Nr. positions goal was found; Training maze

27.3

21.5

30.3

39.1

Nr. positions goal was found; Obstructed maze

22.9

14.4

16.0

19.3

Table 2: An overview of the results. This table shows the means or percentages for each of the measurements presented in Section
5. The best performances on a measurements are shown in bold.

6.1. Improvements caused by the proposed solutions
The first out of four main improvements is that the two solutions both caused the agent to reach the goal
more often during training. Both the symptom and preventive solutions caused the agents to always find the
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goal as opposed to the baseline agents. The combination of the solutions even caused all agents to reach the
goal for the maximum number of five times in the limited training time.
Second, the two solutions caused agents to reach the goal for the first time with fewer actions compared to
the baseline agents. Also, both solutions did not prevented the agents from finding a short path to the goal just
as the baseline agents. The slightly higher number of actions to reach the goal for the fifth time for the three
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solution conditions can be explained by the additional exploration performed by those conditions.
Third, the baseline agents proved to experience more states while repeating undesired behaviors than the
agents with the preventive solutions. This indicates that the preventive solution spends less time in repeating
behaviors and more time on learning a solution to the task. The results from the symptom solution were not
significantly different than those of the baseline or the preventive solution.

28
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Finally, the preventive solution caused agents to find the goal from more positions in the training maze.
Figure 9b shows that these paths are also among the shortest or most optimal paths. When the preventive
solution was combined with the symptom solution, nearly all agents could find the goal from any position in the
training maze. Figure 9d shows that these learned paths are also optimal.
These four improvements show that the explorations caused by the proposed solutions increase the task
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performance of an IRL agent. The results indicate that the preventive solution indeed prevents the agent from
learning the presence of positive circuits. Instead of exploiting such positive circuits, the agent learns a (near)
optimal solution to the task independent in which state it starts. However, the symptom solution also improved
the task performance, especially when combined with the preventive solution. This combination allowed more
agents to find similar (optimal) task solutions as those learned by the agents with only the preventive. This
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compared to the baseline agents, who were unable to learn even a sub-optimal task solution most of the time
due to the exploitation of positive circuits that became part of those solutions.
6.2. Issues with the proposed solutions
Although the two solutions cause improvements there are also some issues according to the results. First, the
expected interaction is absent in the measurements. We expected that if the preventive solution indeed prevented
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agents from learning the presence of positive circuits, the symptom solution would have no positive effect when
the two would be combined. However, even though the interaction is absent, the results from 9 show that the
preventive solution prevents the agent from learning the presence of positive circuits. We believe that the positive
effect of the symptom solution is caused by its feedback-based exploratory action in unfamiliar states. When
triggered, this exploratory action overrides any exploratory action from the preventive solution. It is possible
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that this action explores more often or more useful state-action pairs than the actions of the preventive solution
that explore more implicitly. This is a likely scenario as Figure 9b shows that the preventive solution prevents
the agent from learning the presence of positive circuits, but when combined with the symptom solutions, agents
learn to reach the goal from more positions, as shown in Figure 8. Future research can prove explicit exploratory
actions in unfamiliar states is indeed an improvement on top of the already successful preventive solution.
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A second issue is that the symptom solution seems to inhibit an agent’s capacity to quickly find the goal
again after finding it for the first time. This opposed to the baseline agents and agents with the preventive
solution who manage to quickly find the goal a second time. This effect is also present when the solutions are
combined in an agent. This may indicate that the feedback-based action in unfamiliar states inhibits the agent
from quickly finding the goal again, instead the agent unnecessarily explores more state-action pairs. In other
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words, the symptom solution’s exploratory action in unfamiliar states triggers exploration instead of exploiting
an already effective task solution. This unnecessary exploration is most likely caused by a too high threshold in
the naive thresholding method to determine unfamiliar states. The main reason to classify a state as unfamiliar
was because it is unlikely that the agent learned accurate values for all actions in that state. The classification
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can be improved by, for example, defining a confidence interval over the learned action values in a state. If this
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interval is large, the agent may not be certain of the learned values and exploration may be beneficial otherwise
choose the learned action.
Finally we expected our non-myopic agents to learn a task solution that could withstand a small change to
the environment. However, Figure 8 showed otherwise. In fact this figure indicates that the baseline agents can
better withstand the environmental change than the agents with the proposed solutions. However, a closer look
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at Figure 9a shows that the baseline agents found the goal because their sub-optimal paths did not traversed
through the obstructed state. From the results it is unclear why the non-myopic agents were not able to adjust
their task solutions when the environment changed. The study performed by Knox and Stone [13] showed that
non-myopic IRL agents should be able to do this. Future research may prove whether this is mere a matter of
extending the learning time or a matter of an even higher discount parameter.
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Future studies may focus on further investigating exploration as a method to solve the PCP and, with it,
improve the IRL agent’s task performance. The field of multi-armed bandit problems may prove to be useful
in this, when feedback signals are treated as sampled rewards from an unknown distribution. Also, other
approaches to solve the PCP can be studied. In the introduction we discussed why subtracting a constant from
feedback values is not an option, as it is the ratio between rewards that causes positive circuits to emerge, not
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the fact that a positive feedback signal is indeed a (high) positive value. However, RL methods that use a
reference reward may be able to neutralize the positive bias on user feedback [6]. These methods weigh a reward
against an adaptive reward value, the reference reward, to determine whether the reward should be treated
as positive given the past. As a more advanced version of these methods, Actor-Critique algorithms may also
prove to be very useful for neutralizing the positive bias on user feedback and as such prevent the PCP on a
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feedback level [37, 6].

7. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to construct and analyze two new solutions to the Positive Circuits Problem.
These two solutions are the first of their kind as they solve the Positive Circuits Problem by improving the
exploration of an interactive reinforcement learning (IRL) agent. Both solutions enforced exploration differently.
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The first solution explored more implicitly by generalizing state-action values over similar state-action pairs to
motivate the agent to choose actions in states similar to each other. The second solution selected explicit
exploratory actions based on user feedback in states classified as either part of a repetitive behavior or being a
high-risk of trigging such repetitive behavior.
An experiment was conducted with a non-myopic agent in an episodic task. This agent was based on a
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state-of-the-art IRL agent, as it could handle delayed feedback signals and learned to provide rewards even
when no feedback was given. This created an agent susceptible to the Positive Circuits Problem and allowed us
to test the effects of the solutions on a state-of-the-art IRL agent.
30

The results showed that the proposed solutions increased the agent’s task performance. Agents with the
solutions found the goal more often and faster during training. Also, the used generalization technique of the first
775

solution, function approximation, allowed agents to learn the optimal task solution. Function approximation
successfully prevented the agent from learning the presence of positive circuits, this gave the agent more time
to explore and learn a solution. The agents with the feedback-based exploration did learn the presence of those
circuits but successfully improved the agent’s capacity to learn a task solution.
The combination of the two proposed solutions showed that both solutions can still be improved. Agents
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that use function approximation may benefit from an additional exploration method to further improve both
initial exploration and the exploration for different task solutions after finding such a solution. Agents with
feedback-based exploration, could benefit from improved methods to classify high-risk states that could induce
repetitive behavior.
Future work can focus on improving the suggested solutions or find new solutions that utilize exploration.
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However, an important next step in IRL is to identify and solve the Positive Circuits Problem in real world
problems with actual robots. The two proposed solutions require little adjustments to test their effectiveness in
the real world, as they are not limited to problems with small discrete state and action sets nor do they need
complete knowledge of the problem.
This study proved to be another step towards a future where agents and robots learn new tasks based on a
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natural interaction with their users.
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